Name: Justin Richardson

Representing: Justin Richardson

Supporting: HB-5574 HA 1 Emergency Rental and Homeowner Protection Act

Testimony:
I don't believe it's right to take away our jobs overnight due to this pandemic. I am not allowed to work and this government has put millions out of work. You have asked us to pay our same bills while making less than half the money. On top of it you granted millions to my job which in turn found a way to only pay me 24% of my pay so they wouldn't have to pay this PPP loan back. My rent and child support are still due which makes a looming debt over my head by the time we get back to work. So that is why, I am in support of the Emergency Renter and Homeowner Protection Act, HB5574 because it brings real relief to the hundreds of thousands who are suffering income insecurity during this crisis. No one should lose their home due to a pandemic.